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Abstract
The study of soil ecological stoichiometry has mainly focused on surface soils. Exploring the nutrient
content and stoichiometric characteristics of deep soils in karst areas helps us to understand the intrinsic
relation mechanism and provides scientific evidence for making full use of fractured soil. We analyzed
soil nutrient content, nutrient supply intensity, stoichiometric ratios, and their inter-relations at different
soil depths in a karst plateau mountain area of China. Soil nutrient supply capacity was relatively low
in the study area. The nitrogen and potassium supply capacity was highest in the surface layer, while
phosphorus supply capacity was highest in deep soil. Carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium made
varying contributions to the ecological stoichiometric ratios. Soil nitrogen and phosphorus were found
to be deficient in the karst plateau mountain area of China. There was certain coordination between
nutrient supply intensity and ecological stoichiometric ratios.
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Introduction
Plants are the source of life in the living world.
They perform many ecological functions in their
environment, and they shape the life of living things
in the environment where they live. The life of living
things in the world is directly or indirectly dependent
on plants. The ability of plants to fulfil their functions
primarily depends on the availability of appropriate
climatic and edaphic conditions. Therefore, soil is
one of the absolutely necessary conditions for plant
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existence, which is essential for the life of living
things. The soil is defined as “the part of the solid earth
that has been altered by the loosening of the earth,
humus formation and chemical decomposition, by the
transport of humidification and chemical decomposition
products”. However, when it is examined in detail,
the soil is a very complex structure and the biological
and biochemical process in the soil is the basis of the
terrestrial ecosystem. In this respect, it is very important
to examine the structural change of the soil and to
determine its relationship with the plant. Some studies
shows that it examined the change of the soil structure
in the forests according to the tree species. An attempt
to determine some soil characteristics based on tree
species and depth of soil was made within the scope of
the study [1-7].
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Ecological stoichiometry is the study of the
chemical element balance and energy balance in
ecosystems. It combines different aspects of research
theory in ecology, with the aim to study the content
and proportional relations of chemical elements and
their variation patterns with environmental factors, and
explore the balance and coupling relationships between
different elements [8-11]. Ecological stoichiometry
has been widely used in the study of ecosystem
productivity and material cycling. Carbon (C), nitrogen
(N), phosphorus (P), and potassium (K) are the basic
chemical elements for plant growth and play major roles
in the body construction and physiological regulation
of plants [12], all these elements are derived from the
soil. Soil nutrient elements are coupled to each other
during their cycling [13] and this makes it necessary
to understand the proportional relationship between
various elements [12] and explore the balance between
different nutrients. Therefore, study of the ecological
stoichiometric characteristics of soil nutrients can reveal
nutrient availability, which has great implications for
understanding the cycling and balance mechanisms
of C, N, P and K, provides a new approach toe
valuating the suitability of organisms, and plays a key
role in enriching the stoichiometric characteristics of
ecosystems.
Since the Redfield ratio was proposed in 1958 [14],
there has been a large amount of research focusing
on measurement of ecological stoichiometric ratios.
There are wide applications in many fields such as
the determination of limiting nutrient elements [15],
biological production [16], nutrient cycling [17], litter
decomposition[18], and nutrient distribution [19]. These
are of great importance for revealing the influencing
factors of the ecosystem process and their mechanism
of action, and also provide scientific evidence for
understanding the biogeochemical cycle of nutrient
elements. In recent years, researchers have studied
the stoichiometric characteristics of soils [20-21],
and existing results have laid a foundation for
exploration of soil nutrient supply conditions,
determination of limiting elements, and evaluation
of soil quality. However, these studies mainly focused
on the surface soil, and the ecological stoichiometric
variation patterns in deep soil have rarely been
investigated. Exploration of the stoichiometric
characteristics of soils from different depths is therefore
needed to increase understanding of soil nutrient
stoichiometry as a whole.
In this study, we selected the soil from
0-400 cm depth in a karst rocky area of China subject
to desertification and analyzed the C, N, P, and K
contents. The vertical distribution patterns of C, N, P,
and K were explored using ecological stoichiometry to
determine the ecological stoichiometric characteristics
of C, N, P, and K in the soil of different depths in
the same profile, and assess the intrinsic relationship
of soil stoichiometric characteristics at different depths.
The results of this study will help us understand
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the variation patterns of soil nutrients and their
ecological stoichiometric characteristics in karst
plateau mountain areas. Moreover, these findings
will provide an important theoretical reference for
the conservation of this ecosystem, which is reliant
on the comprehensive management and utilization of
nutrients.

Materials and Methods
Study Area Description
The study area is located in a tributary area
(E105°02’01″–105°08’09″, N27°11’36″–27°16’51″) of
the Liuchong River Basin in western Bijie, Guizhou
Province, China. This area lies in a karst plateau
mountain environment, with an average annual rainfall
of 863 mm and an annual average temperature of
~14ºC. The landforms are diverse and the terrain is
fragmented. Cultivated land is mostly distributed
on slopes, terraces, and in mountain valleys, often
forming terrace fields around mountains and dam fields
in valleys. There are above ground and underground
rivers, funnels, blind valleys, sinkholes, skylights,
and karst depressions. Regional vegetation mainly
comprises coniferous and broad-leaved mixed forest;
however, dry land vegetation has gained an advantage
under long-term human disturbance. The major soil
type is yellow soil, with mountain yellow brown soil
and calcareous soil being found in some areas [22].
The plant community type at the sampling
site
is
Platycarya
longipes
and
Carpinus
kweichowensis deciduous shrub land. The major
shrub species are P. longipes, C. kweichowensis,
Castanea mollissima,Mahonia, Quercus variabilis,
Cyclobalanopsis glauca, and polygnoi multiflori.
The major herbs are Lysionotus pauciflorus Maxim,
Festuca elata Keng, Carex capilliformis, Clematis
quinquefoliolata, Galium asperuloides, and Imperata
cylindrical.
The soil samples in this article are highly
representative for the following reasons: (1) In karst
plateau mountain area, because of high heterogeneity,
complexity and variability of its underground habitats,
it is difficult to collect the soil samples in deep vertical
fractures, and the soil samples with continuous and
intact soil-forming process. (2) The sampling points
have typical topography and surface vegetation,
which can reveal the interactions among geological
environments, soil and plants, and also can represent the
basic characteristics of over ground and underground
spaces in this area. (3) The soil nutrient content,
which combines the effects of rock weathering, plant
root decomposition and soil erosion or accumulation,
can express the features of parent materials, biology
and time in a soil-forming process in a karst plateau
mountain area.
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Sample Collection

Data Processing and Statistical Analysis

When new soil was exposed by an excavator, we
removed the humus layer and selected a profile down
to 400 cm soil depth. The soil profile was divided
into 40 cm intervals and samples were taken from
10 layers (i.e., 0-40, 40-80, 80-120, 120-160, 160-200,
200-240, 240-280, 280-320, 320-360, and 360-400 cm).
Multi-point sampling was performed and the samples
were thoroughly mixed. The collected soil samples were
naturally air dried, ground, and sieved before being used
for nutrient analysis.

The nutrient supply intensity was calculated as
the ratio of available to total nutrients expressed as a
percentage [23]. Data preprocessing and preliminary
calculations were performed using Excel2007 (Microsoft
Corp., Redmond, WA, USA). Data were analyzed using
SPSS21.0 (IBM SPSS, Somers, NY, USA). SOC, N,
P, and K contents and their stoichiometric ratios were
subjected to one-wayanalysis of variance (ANOVA).
Correlations between SOC, N, P, and K contents and
their stoichiometric ratios were evaluated by Pearson
correlation analysis. Soil stoichiometric ratios were
expressed as the mass ratio [24]. Data in tables and
figures are presented as means±standard deviation.
The significance level was set to p = 0.05. Figures
were created using Origin 8.5.1 (Origin Lab Corp.,
Northampton, MA, USA).

Sample Analysis
Soil organic carbon (SOC) was determined by
the potassium dichromate oxidation external heating
method (NY/T 1121.6-2006). Total N was determined
by the semi-micro Kjeldahl method after HClO4-H2SO4
digestion. Available N was determined by the alkali
dissolution method. Total P was analyzed colorimetric
ally by the ammounium molybdate method. Available
P was determined using the NH4F-HCl extraction,
molybdenum
antimony
colorimetry,
ultraviolet
spectrophotometry approach. Total K was determined
by HF-HNO3-HClO4 digestion-flame photometry (GB
9836-88).Available Kwas extracted using a neutral
ammonium acetate solution and analyzed by flame
photometry.

Results
Nutrient Contents of Soil at Different Depths
The SOC, total N, total P, and total K contents of
soil at different depths are presented in Fig. 1. SOC,
total N, total P, and total K showed different patterns
of variation with increasing soil depths. SOC varied
between 0.48 and 7.17 mg g−1, and was generally

Fig. 1. SOC, total N, total P, and total K contents at different soil depths. From 1 to 10 represent 0-40, 40-80, 80-120, 120-160, 160-200,
200-240, 240-280, 280-320, 320-360, and 360-400 cm. Values are the mean±standard deviation of ten layers, whereas letters of different
case indicate significant differences among the treatments at p<0.05. The same below.
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Fig. 2. Available N, P, and K contents at different soil depths.

higher at the surface than in the bottom layer. Total N
fluctuated with soil depth (initial decrease, followed
by an increase, then a decrease in the bottom layers);
an abrupt change was found in the 240-280 cm layer.
Total P varied between 0.36 and 1.05 mg g−1, with no
significant changes in the 0-320 cm depth range and
with highest values found in the bottom layer. Total K
varied between 3.00 and 9.43 mg g−1, with higher levels
occurring at the surface and bottom layers; however, no
clear trend was observed with increasing soil depth, and
large fluctuations occurred between different layers.
The available N, available P, and available K
contents of soil at different depths are presented in
Fig. 2. Available N fluctuated (decrease, increase,
decrease, increase) with soil depth, and high values
of 0.05, 0.07, and 0.08 mg g−1 were found in the 0-40,
40-80, and 360-400 cm soil layers, respectively.
Available P generally increased with soil depth, but
the supply capacity was relatively low. Available K
fluctuated (decrease, increase, decrease) with soil depth.

Nutrient Supply Intensity of Soil
at Different Depths
The nutrient supply intensity is indicative of the
level of available nutrients in the soil. As Fig. 3 shows,
the N supply intensity was generally higher in the upper
than in the bottom layer; however, it reached 27.88% in

Fig. 3. Nutrient supply intensity of soil at different depths.

the 160-200 cm soil layer. The P supply intensity was
generally lower toward the surface, with minimum
values observed in the 120-160 cm layer (0.15%). This is
consistent with the trend of available P, indicating that P
was derived from parent material and migrated at a low
rate. The K supply intensity was relatively high in the
surface layer, while lower levels with little fluctuation
were found at >120 cm soil depth.

Ecological Stoichiometric Characteristics
of Soil at Different Depths
The SOC, N, P and K stoichiometric ratios of soil
across different depths were statistically analyzed
(hereinafter N, P, and K refer to total content). As
shown in Fig. 4, the C:N ratio ranged from 1.83 to
10.17 and showed a downward trend with the increase
of soil depth. The C:P ratio varied between 0.59 and
19.58 and gradually decreased as soil depth increased.
The N:P ratio ranged from 0.21 to 1.93 and showed
an abrupt increase in the 200-280 cm layer. The C:K
ratio ranged from 0.06 to 0.94 and was higher in the
200-280 cm layer, with no obvious trend with soil depth.
The N:K ratio ranged from 0.04 to 0.14, with no clear
trend between different layers; however, an abrupt
increase occurred in the 200-280 cm layer. The P:K
ratio varied between 0.04 and 0.16 and it first increased
and then decreased in the vertical direction.
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Fig. 4. Stoichiometric ratios of SOC, N, P, and K at different soil depths.

Correlations between Ecological Stoichiometric
Ratios and Nutrient Supply Intensity

Correlations between Soil Nutrient Content
and Stoichiometric Ratios

The correlation analysis presented in Table 1
describes the correlations between the ecological
stoichiometric ratios and the nutrient supply intensity.
The correlation between the C:N, C:P, or C:K ratios
and P supply intensity fitted to a power function. The
correlation between the C:P, C:K, N:P, or N:K ratios,
and K supply capacity fitted to a cubic equation with
one unknown. The correlation between the P:K ratio
and N supply intensity fitted to a quadratic equation
with one unknown.

As shown in Table 2, there was a significant positive
correlation between soil C:K vs. N:P (p<0.05). A highly
significant positive correlation was found between SOC
vs. N, C:N, C:P, and N:P, C:K; N vs. C:P, N:P, and
N:K; P vs. P:K; C:N vs. C:P; C:P vs. N:P; N:P vs. N:K;
and C:K vs. C:N, C:P and N:K (p<0.01). There was a
significant negative correlation between SOC vs. P:K; P
vs. C:N and C:K; C:P vs. P:K; and K vs. C:K (p<0.05).
A highly significant negative correlation was found
between SOC vs. P; N vs. P and P:K; P vs. C:P and N:P;
and K vs. N:K (p<0.01).

Table 1. Relationship between ecological stoichiometric ratios and nutrient supply intensity.
y

x

C:N

P supply intensity

C:P

P supply intensity

C:P

K supply intensity

C:K

Equation

R2

P

y = -0.75x

0.613

0.000

y = -1.20x

0.550

0.000

y = -43.09x3+165.43x2-102.16x+5.81

0.719

0.000

P supply intensity

y = -0.99x0.15

0.516

0.000

C:K

K supply intensity

y = 0.36x +2.53x -1.84x+0.23

0.426

0.002

N:P

K supply intensity

y = -0.13x +6.44x -4.48x+0.60

0.536

0.000

N:K

K supply intensity

y = 0.73x3-1.38x2+0.74x-0.004

0.504

0.000

P:K

N supply intensity

y = 0.001x2+0.08

0.407

0.001

2.50
1.36

3

3

2

2
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Table 2. SOC, N, P, and K contents, stoichiometric ratios and their correlations.
Index

SOC

N

P

K

C:N

C:P

C:K

N:P

N:K

P:K

SOC

1

0.67**

-0.49**

0.24

0.73**

0.99**

0.63**

0.75**

0.19

-0.42*

1

-0.48**

0.19

0.09

0.67**

0.33

0.97**

0.52**

-0.47**

1

-0.11

-0.40*

-0.51**

-0.43*

-0.62**

-0.31

0.70**

1

0.03

0.23

-0.39*

0.18

-0.56**

-0.70**

1

0.68**

0.73**

0.20

-0.00

-0.15

1

0.60**

0.77**

0.19

-0.43*

1

0.41*

0.61**

0.13

1

0.50

-0.53

1

0.24

N
P
K
C:N
C:P
C:K
N:P
N:K

**

**:indicate highly significant differences at P<0.01 level.
*:indicate significant differences at P<0.05 level

Discussion
Response of Organic C, N, P, K and their Ecological
Stoichiometric Characteristics to Soil Layer
In the karst plateau mountain area, soil depth is
an important factor that determines the change of soil
nutrient contents, and fractured soil nutrients play an
important role in the material circulation and transfer,
energy flow, and biogeochemical cycle of ecosystems.
SOC and N are the most important indicators of
soil quality and are also an important component of
SOC and N pools, reflecting the soil fertility level
and regional ecosystem evolutionary pattern [25].
The present study showed that SOC and N had large
variations with soil depth, indicating a strong influence
of soil depth on major soil nutrients. This is because
SOC and N are influenced by soil parent material,
litter decomposition, atmospheric sedimentation, and
plant uptake and utilization, resulting in a large spatial
variation [26]. The SOC and N were found to be higher
in the surface soil, as the soil surface was in direct
contact with the external environment, where surface
litter, animal debris, plant roots, and microbial activities
play an important role in the concentration of SOC and
N at the soil surface [27]. The nutrients then migrate
and diffuse toward the lower layers with water or other
media, forming a gradual distribution pattern gradually
decreasing from the surface to the lower soil layers [28].
Soil P and K showed little variation with the change
of soil depth because these two nutrients are mainly
affected by soil parent material [29] over a relatively
long time period [8]. The C:N, N:P, N:K, and P:K ratios
showed large variations because of the relative stability
of P and K coupled with the large variability of SOC
and N. The stoichiometric parameters were mainly
affected by SOC and N.
The availability of soil N and P nutrients is a
major factor in regulating plant litter decomposition

rate and ecosystem C balance. Table 3 shows that the
soil N content in the study area was lower than those
of previous studies conducted in karst peak-cluster
depression and canyon areas, as well as lower than those
in Yili wild fruit-tree forest and the national average
of China, and comparable to results from the hilly and
gully region of the Loess Plateau. This indicates that
soil N was deficient in the study area, perhaps because
of the small litter stock and large nutrient loss. Nutrient
retention is closely associated with slope and surface
rock coverage. In the karst plateau mountain area of
China, the large slope and low surface rock coverage are
likely to accelerate nutrient loss and are not conducive
to nutrient preservation. This study showed that P had
little variation and remained relatively stable in the karst
plateau mountain area, which may be because soil P is
mainly derived from weathering of rock with a relatively
constant P content. With regard to P content, the average
P content of the Earth’s crust is 2.8 g kg−1, and the
average soil P content of China is 0.56 g kg−1[30]. The
soil P content in the present study area was relatively
low, possibly owing to the higher precipitation (863 mm)
and greater leaching loss compared with the national
scale. In summary, there were different degrees of N
and P limitation in the soil profile of the study area,
which improved nutrient use efficiency but highlighted
the issue of insufficient nutrient supply.
Nutrients represent an important factor affecting the
structure and function of ecosystems. Nutrient supply
amounts and its coordination affect organism growth,
population structure, species succession, and ecosystem
stability [31]. The C:N ratio of soil from the karst plateau
mountain area of China was lower than the national
average (10-12) and the global average (14.3). Soil with
a lower C:N ratio is subject to accelerated microbial
decomposition and rapid mineralization [26, 32], perhaps
because resource limitation improves nutrient use
efficiency. This may be a mechanism for ecosystems to
adapt to nutrient limitation, which drives the occurrence

[25]
13.1
186
14.3
Globe

-

[23]
9.3
136
10-12
0.7
11.2
China

1.1

[19]
0.03
0.03
0.86
0.26
8.15
9.44
18-21
0.5-0.7
2.1-10.65
Hilly-gully loess plateau

0.25-0.9

[22]
0.08
0.48
6.05
5.05
62.73
10.37
14.74
1.14
73.15
Ili wild fruit-tree forest

7.00

[28]
0.03
0.10
3.66
1.66
34.82
9.51
22.36
0.62
21.59
Karst canyon

2.27

[27]
4
61
15.3
1.5
92
Karst peak-cluster depression

6.4

This study
0.04-0.16
0.04-0.14
0.21-1.93
0.06-0.94
0.59-19.58
1.83-10.17
3-9.43
0.36-1.05
0.48-7.17
Karst plateau

0.22-0.72

C:K
C:P
C:N
K
P
N
SOC
Region

Table 3. SOC, N, P, and K contents and their stoichiometric ratios in the karst plateau mountain area of China and other study areas.

N:P

N:K

P:K

References
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of ecosystems. The C:N ratio is also a sensitive indicator
of soil quality, affecting the cycling of SOC and N in
soil, and determining the quality and rate of formation
and accumulation of SOC. The results obtained in the
present study showed that there were large differences
in the C:N ratios of soil between different layers. This
may be because the SOC and N sources were diverse
and highly variable, displaying inconsistent responses
to environmental changes; however, this is inconsistent
with the conclusion that the C:N ratio of different
ecosystems is relatively stable [26]. It is possible that
deeper soil layers did not directly provide nutrients
for plant growth and was mineralized to relatively low
levels. The variation patterns require in-depth study. We
suggest studying the spatiotemporal evolution pattern of
microbial C, N, and P relationships and their responses
to land use change, revealing the regulation mechanism
of C:N stabilization, and exploring the strategy of C and
N synergy.
The C:P ratio can be used to evaluate the
mineralization ability of soil P and measure the ability
of microorganisms to release P from soil organic
matter by mineralization or absorb and immobilize
P from the environment [33-35]. A low C:P ratio is
beneficial for promoting microbial decomposition of
organic matter and the release of nutrients and promote
the increase of available P in soil, indicating high P
availability. In contrast, a high C:P ratio can lead to
competition between soil microorganisms and plants for
soil inorganic P, which is unfavorable to plant growth.
The C:P ratio in our study area ranged from 0.59 to
19.58, which is much lower than the national average
of China (136) and the global average (186) [36]. This
result indicates high P availability in the soil and may
be attributed to the poor P nutrient levels in the study
area. Improvements to the P-dissolution ability of plant
roots in this area could be regarded as a potential future
direction for ecological restoration, and the P utilization
level of plant roots can be improved through human
interventions and the system’s internal regulation
measures.
The soil N:P ratio can be used as a diagnostic
indicator of N saturation and to determine the threshold
for nutrient limitation [37]. The average soil N:P ratio
in the study area was 0.21-1.92, which is lower than the
average of China (9.3), the global average (13.1) [38],
and the karst peak-cluster depression in Guangxi, China
[33]. The low soil N:P ratio in our study area indicates a
high possibility of soil N deficiency. However, we should
take this result objectively. In addition to the N:P ratio,
we need to also study the growth status of vegetation
and its nutrient utilization strategy to produce an
integrated approach to the diagnosis of nutrient limiting
relationships.
In this study, the contents of SOC, N, and P
constantly varied with soil layer, but showed highly
significant correlations with each other (p≤0.01). This
indicates mutual promotion among SOC, total N, and
total P, while total K was not significantly correlated
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with the above three factors. The stoichiometry of soil
nutrient provides a new perspective on SOC, N, and P
cycling. The subjects selected in this study were limited,
and in future research we should study the ecological
stoichiometry of the plant-litter-soil continuum by
combining the interactions of plants, litter, and soil,
and their ecological stoichiometric relationships. The
reason for the excessive standard deviation may be that
the karst landform is a binary three-dimensional spatial
regional structure, the karst environment is a large open
system with complex structure, and the material and
energy flow in a specific region has undergone dramatic
evolution, development, balance and variation, which
leads to high heterogeneity of habitat, so the content of
elements varies greatly.

Indicative Role of the SOC:N:P:K Ratio
Soil N and P are the most common limiting elements
in plant growth and profoundly influence various plant
functions [38]. Soil C:N:P:K, as the ratio of SOC to
total N, P, and K in organic matter, is an important
indicator of the composition, quality, and concentration
of soil organic matter. Numerous factors can affect
the element contents and their stoichiometric ratios,
including vegetation, age, climate, soil animals, and
human activities, resulting in large changes of C:N:P:K
with depth. Wang et al. showed that there was a
significant negative correlation between the rate of SOC
decomposition and the C:N ratio [39]. Thus, the C:N
ratio can serve as an important indicator for predicting
the rate of organic matter decomposition [40]. The C:N
ratio in the study area was relatively low, indicating
net mineralization of organic matter. Despite the high
use efficiency of soil P in the study area, the available
quantity was relatively low.
The karst rocky desertification area suffers serious
soil degradation [41], with low fertility, weak water
retention and storage capacity, unsynchronized water
and fertilizer supply, and low ecological environment
capacity. The conditions for plant growth are
correspondingly poor. Additionally, the study area is
located at a high altitude and in a cold habitat, where
soil N and P are deficient; the plants therefore have
developed strong adaptability, which may affect their
growth rate and further influence the community
structure and stability, leading to regressive succession.
From the perspective of soil nutrient use, we therefore
believe that improvement of soil nutrient level and
ecosystem nutrient self-cycling ability is beneficial to
ecological conservation in the karst plateau mountain
area.

Relationship between Soil Ecological
Stoichiometric Ratios and Nutrient
Supply Intensity
Investigating the relationship between the ecological
stoichiometric ratios and nutrient supply intensity of soil

can reveal the self-regulation mechanism of nutrient
balance and elucidate the synergistic mechanism of
nutrients. Our results show that N, P, and K supply
intensity had certain correlations to the ecological
stoichiometric ratios. In particular, P and K supply
intensity had a close relationship with ecological
stoichiometric ratios. It is possible that the P and K
sources were relatively stable and the ecosystem could
achieve self-regulation, which highlights the importance
of maintaining the ecosystem’s self-stability.
Future studies should be strengthened in the
following three aspects: (1) Litter is an important source
of soil N; the quality, quantity, and decomposition rate
of litter are important factors affecting nutrient content
and cycling [28]. However, in-depth study is needed
to investigate how the decomposition process of litter
affects soil ecosystem stoichiometric ratios and the
nutrient supply intensity, which helps to understand
the nutrient cycling patterns in forest ecosystems.
(2) The growth of plant roots is constrained by the
type and distribution of fractures in the karst area,
thus influencing the soil nutrient supply capacity and
ecological stoichiometric balance. However, related
study reports are rare due to the difficulties of sampling.
Therefore, it is crucial to determine an approach to
study soil nutrient regulation ability in karst areas by
combining fracture characteristics, plant type, and root
architecture. (3) When studying the nutrient content and
ecological stoichiometric characteristics of the deep soil,
we should perform a systematic analysis in combination
with geological structure and rock type in order to better
reveal nutrient migration and variation patterns, which
are helpful for developing nutrient acquisition strategies
in vegetation restoration.

Conclusion
The results of this study showed that both soil N
and P nutrients were deficient with insufficient supply
capacity in the karst plateau mountain area of China.
The nutrient supply capacity of N and K was higher
in the surface layer, while the nutrient supply capacity
of P was higher in deeper soils. There was certain
coordination between nutrient supply intensity and
ecological stoichiometric ratios. The soil nutrient level
and the ecosystem’s nutrient self-cycling capacity
should be improved. The results of this study provide
evidence for making full use of fractured soil nutrients
in the karst plateau mountain area and contribute to the
development of strategies for vegetation restoration.
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